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ABSTRACT 
Evolutionary models such as genetic algorithms and cel-
lular automata have been well adopted by composers. A 
challenge still remains in practice, how to convey the 
dynamics of evolution that can be perceivable through 
performance realization. This challenge becomes more 
explicit when adopting an agent model such as swarms in 
which temporality is implicit in their behavioral patterns 
governed by self-organizational and social dynamics. In 
this work a compositional approach and system architec-
ture undertake some paradigmatic shift by situating the 
evolutionary dynamics at the locus of tone production 
through an ongoing engagement with a performer. Essen-
tially, swarm agents are given sounds to play with, and 
performers play with these agents. By articulating a kin-
esthetic framework in performance, Performance Gestur-
al Articulation Unit is introduced as a generalizable ac-
tion repertoire with implicit and relative duration. The 
kinesthetic framework of performance factors is proposed 
in 6 categories as an abstraction applicable as design 
requirements for interactive performance. This articula-
tion aspires to AI modeling for human-machine perfor-
mance with kinesthetic evolution. The paper concludes by 
summarizing how the abstraction is applied to the com-
position, Human Voice, as a use case context.  

1. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary computing brings a repertoire of simula-
tions to the general class of complex dynamical systems. 
With an increase of processing power in modern compu-
ting, the horizon of interactive composition and perfor-
mance opens up with new opportunities given the capaci-
ty to handle multiple streams of data from an ensemble of 
run time simulations. At the same time, experience design 
demands a meaningful paradigm for audiovisual experi-
ence. This demand has an implication in music when we 
consider the concert paradigm where audiences expect to 
see musicians playing. Nowadays, novel interfaces for 
musical expression often take the place of traditional in-
struments in electroacoustic music. In part, this is an ef-
fort to visibly stage performance dynamics, which cor-
roborates evidence that kinesthetic elements in music 
performance are the basis of emotion, especially for an 
audience seeing performers interacting with sounding 
bodies on stage [1]. For those who treasure sound, seeing 
the effort in the sense of Laban’s theory of effort, is per-
haps more significant than experiencing media spectacles 
accompanied by music.  

1.1 Hysteresis in Composition and a New Challenge 

The term, hysteresis, introduced by James Alfred Ewing 
[2] refers to the observed phenomenon from systems with
memory where “the consequences of an input are experi-
enced with a certain lag time, or delay;” for example the
element iron when removed from a magnetic field releas-
es magnetization with delay. When applied to a tendency
of movement, a current sum of force does not only de-
pend on the sum of the cause, but also on the direction
the cause is moving. In a swarm simulation hysteresis is
observed yielding tendency profiles (see section 4.2) that
are used to design agent behavioral rules. Hysteresis has a
deep implication in musical tone production.

Shaping tones and musical events by listening is inher-
ently circular with auditory feedback from the kinesthetic 
interaction between performer and instrument. The 
choice of state transition is directed through listening to 
previous states generated by previous actions. The itera-
tive cycle of this circuit builds hysteresis, understanding 
the previous state, casting it to guide a current state, and 
planning future states. The chain of kinesthetic interac-
tion produces music, and listening shapes the chaining.  

In common practice music, desired hysteresis is com-
posed a priori with what we can refer to as path planning 
of harmonic progression in a tonal system to build an 
executable musical structure realized by a performer. The 
very act of composition is to achieve the desired hystere-
sis experienced by listeners, encouraging them to build a 
musical memory and retroactively reshaping musical ex-
pectations as time passes. Composers use techniques of 
repetition and recurrent structures embedded in a formal 
structure and skillfully instruct performers how to shape 
and pace musical elements through a notated score. 
Composers hypothesize the score when executed faithful-
ly will deliver the desired hysteresis for desired musical 
memory, therefor conveying musical ideas. Ringer and 
Crossley-Holland [3] define composition as “the act of 
conceiving a piece of music, the art of creating music, or 
the finished product. …(M)usical works exist as repeata-
ble entities. …(C)omposition is necessarily distinct from 
improvisation.” This traditional definition reinforces bidi-
rectional tension between composition and improvisation 
around the question of integrity such that the descriptions 
of integrity for two ends do not share common ground. 

Herbert Brun [4] posed the question in 1970: “Can the 
composer program musical ideas for a computer, and will 
the output of the computer have musical ideas?” Now the 
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question comes, for deep relevance of musical ideas in 
computational design, how to adopt evolutionary compu-
ting in music composition with respect to the foundations 
of performance? This is, in part, the research and creation 
agenda presented in this paper and in the composition 
Human Voice. Musical ideas are realized by extending a 
performer’s kinesthesia. Human Voice experiments with 
future requirements for dynamical audiovisual experience 
scenarios, where the visual component provides behav-
ioral kinetics to accompany a performer and to facilitate 
the evolving auditory and kinesthetic interaction between 
performer and agents as a generative mechanism.     

1.2 Prior Art 

The system and composition presented here are preceded 
by the prototype system “Wayfaring Swarms” and the 
composition, Mutandrum. Wayfaring Swarms utilizes 
analog capacitive sensing technology and was imple-
mented in two versions, an interactive performance plat-
form and interactive media platform. 

Complex dynamical systems have been favorites for 
DSP engineers and computer music composers. From 
modeling an instrument [5] to sound synthesis [6, 7, 8] to 
compositions [9, 10, 11, 12], the signal features from the 
range of simple to complex patterns offer an efficient 
generative capacity. For real time composition and per-
formance, [13] introduces an agent model in a live en-
semble presentation where a human performs with robot-
ic agents working through a negotiation process mediated 
by fuzzy logic and weighted probability distribution. 
Subsequent versions generate musical materials curated 
by genetic algorithms and Markov chains.  

With an Artificial Life approach, the simulation of dis-
tributed agents is implemented in ways the agents coop-
eratively evolve sound repertoires in computer simula-
tion. In [14] a multi-agent model is presented for musical 
expressivity: agents diversify simple musical seed mate-
rial through individual rules, evaluating musical inputs to 
output preferred expressions. The algorithm simulates 
listening by agents' musical features. Selection evaluates 
individuals then applies summation and comparison.  

2. SWARMS AND THE COMPOSITIONAL 
APPROACH IN HUMAN VOICE 

2.1 The Swarm Model 

The swarm intelligence research community studies de-
centralized yet collective behaviors shown in nature and 
abstracts a set of rules of behaviors and algorithms, then 
applies to simulations such as flocking birds [15], robotic 
systems [16], social cognitive dynamics [17], and optimi-
zation of computing processes [18].  

The most notable signatures of swarm behavior are self-
organization and emergent patterns. The swarm algorithm 
applied in Human Voice simulates heterogeneous agents’ 
swarming behaviors. The collective behaviors are com-
plex with a wide range of dynamic patterns. The algo-
rithm was developed by Sayama to simulate chemical 
reactive pattern formation [19]. In Sayama’s model, be-
havioral rules are parameterized and the values for behav-

ioral ranges can be input into a matrix called a “recipe”. 
A heterogeneous swarm can be designed by combining 
multiple parameter sets for multiple subgroups of agents. 
To initialize a swarm, typically 100 to 300 agents repre-
senting 1 to 5 behavioral groups, are thrown together with 
constrained random positions and initial velocities. From 
this initial condition, each agent’s motion is dynamically 
influenced at each time step as it detects other agents 
within its perceptual range. Agents outside of any percep-
tual engagement stray in quasi-random motion. 

The whimsical behaviors of agents spontaneously bond 
with others then stray, creating a constant flux of the vis-
ual mix, a dynamic field for emergent patterns. While the 
evolutionary trajectory of a given type of swarm can be 
anticipated as to its patterns over time, the detailed trajec-
tories and patterns of heterogeneous swarms are not pre-
dictable. Often the dominant visual features are clusters 
of agents forming patterns that mix agents of multiple 
types. Cluster formation and convergence are phase tran-
sitions that represent swarm structural dynamics. Phase 
transition dynamics are globally characteristic though 
locally unpredictable. For this reason we applied cluster 
formation data to generate musical structure at a middle 
ground level—applying a compositional analogy to 
Schenker’s identification of underlying harmonic struc-
ture [20]. Feature data from cluster formation is applied 
to sound design (see sections 2.3 and 2.4), tracking clus-
ters’ size, area, and states of bifurcation and convergence. 
Table 1 enumerates duration profiles for extracting agent 
data to detect swarm features and phase transitions. Phase 
transition dynamics can be manipulated by a performer’s 
perturbations of swarm agents, either to accelerate or to 
delay transitions to extend the durations of feature for-
mation events. The composition Human Voice applies 
this technique to realize the Schenkerian concept of pro-
longation of musical structure. 

Table 1: Agent data duration profiles for time ranges re-
quired to extract data and to recognize features. 

2.2 System Architecture and Components 

The architecture consists of three subsystems, each with 
two or more components as shown in Figure 1: 1) Per-
formance Interaction subsystem consists of a touch sensi-
tive screen, GUI, and swarm visualization with display; 
2) Simulation subsystem consists of the swarm simula-
tion and species selection functionality; 3) Sound Genera-
tion subsystem consists of feature analysis for swarm 
formation, Sound Design Patterns to process data from 

 Agent Data of emerg-
ing swarm features 

Duration Range needed 
to extract feature data 

1 Number	  of	  Agents	  in	  each	  
Cluster 

15-‐20ms 

2	   Energy	  of	  Agents	   25-‐35ms	  
3	   Area	  of	  each	  cluster	   50-‐70ms	  
4 Position	  of	  each	  Cluster	  

in	  performance	  space 
75-‐100ms 

5	   Velocity	  of	  each	  Cluster	   80-‐120ms	  
6 Cluster	  Deformation 250ms	  to	  2	  sec	  
7 Cluster	  Divide 1sec	  to	  3sec 
8 Cluster	  Merge 500ms	  to	  2sec	  



 

 

swarms, and sound synthesis and audio display systems. 
This architecture articulates 1) swarm visualization as a 
part of performance interaction and 2) feature analysis as 
a part of sound production. The visualized swarms are 
displayed on the touch screen through which a performer 
interacts with swarms. Swarm agents perceive perform-
ers’ touch points as other agents and respond by adjusting 
their acceleration. A mixture of colored agents represents 
the simulation’s current state, which provides an im-
portant baseline to investigate sound production with 
swarm dynamics in tandem with visual presentation. 
Agent data is interpreted to generate control data trans-
mitted to sound synthesis. To control multiple levels of 
temporal dynamics, pattern recognition and feature ex-
traction from swarm behaviors are incorporated into the 
Sound Generation subsystem. 
 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture. A performer 1) influences 
agent behavior by manipulation via the visualization, 2) 
selects agent species bred for the composition, 3) modifies 
sound synthesis via SDP parameters. 

The visualized swarms are projected on a large screen for 
the audience to see the performance action. The swarms 
do not visualize the music; rather they are part of kines-
thetic engagement for tone production (see section 3).  

2.3 Sound Design Patterns 

A Sound Design Pattern (SDP) is a data-driven building 
block and a computational model with procedural decla-
ration to accommodate emerging patterns when compos-
ing with evolutionary computing [21]. SDPs are designed 
to work with agent data; they provide the basis for indi-
rection presented in section 4.1. In Human Voice the 
SDPs primary sound source is a recording of a poet’s 
spoken performance. In distinction to other approaches to 
evolutionary models, sound microstructure in SDPs is not 
derived from statistical or other data elicited from the 
bottom up. Here, the data is elicited from top-down eval-
uation of agents’ emerging patterns on the fly during per-
former’s engagement, then passed to SDPs. This choice 
of signal flow in performance architecture reflects a hy-
pothesis for collaborative action between swarm agents 
and human performer towards realizing the musical ideas.  

SDP’s sound parameter control applies at multiple du-
ration ranges to enable agent data to transform select fea-
tures and patterns. Duration range refers to signal pro-
cessing time combined with perceptual time required for 
a performer to register the attribute or pattern. Figure 2 
identifies duration ranges for five sets of SDP attributes. 
SDP 1: pitch and loudness change, SDP 2: timbre and 
resonance, SDP 3: sound source location and spatial cues, 
SDP 4: distinct sound events, SDP 5: patterns of rhythm, 
tempo, spoken word, and melody. SDP durations are 
short enough to apply as combinatorial building blocks 
and long enough to hold coherent musical units. In Hu-
man Voice the basic SDP unit is the single spoken word.  

2.4 The Compositional dimension in Human Voice 

Formal structure associates types of swarms and sounds. 
Agents’ behaviors are studied for temporal signature and 
classified by tempo (degree of slow to fast) and temporal 
agility (range of tempo deviation in the stability of swarm 
dynamics). Temporal signatures are investigated by ap-
plying alternating sound synthesis methods, curating mu-
sical elements represented as coupled sets of parameters 
by mapping swarm data to SDPs. Thematic development 
often relies on recognizable phrase segments with spoken 
texts functioning as semantic themes. Meanings are not 
solely dependent on individual texts but emerge from 
combinatorial bindings according to swarm dynamics. 
Musical progression is shifted to techniques of progres-
sive derivation of poetic form and linguistic content, en-
hanced and formalized by swarms’ autonomous tenden-
cies. The performer directs swarms to explore boundaries 
of, and cross modality of, perception emerging from syn-
tactic and semantic properties of language and rhythms.  

With the inherent tendency of swarm agents, Human 
Voice mobilizes emergent discourse by antiphonic and 
polyphonic responses of multiple voices from recorded 
words and phrases. The clarity and intelligibility of texts 
is an important criterion in this composition; extensive 
voice processing is avoided and timbre transformation of 
voice is used to help distinguish multiple voices and to 
enhance the clarity of spoken texts. The choice of onsets 
and durations of sound sources is based on the temporal 
dynamics profiles of the spoken texts at phrase level. At 
all times the number of sound sources are subjected to the 
continuous tracking of four distinct levels of cluster bi-
furcation along with swarm data flow. In this aspect, in 
Human Voice, the dynamics of bifurcation patterns has a 
structural role in the musical progression while a per-
former may intervene to prolong, accelerate, avoid or 
induce phase transitions.  

3. KINESTHETIC FRAMEWORK IN 
PERFORMANCE 

Modality that is both auditory and kinesthetic is the most 
important performance dimension in music. Presenting 
novel systems is often difficult especially when lacking 
traditions to bestow performers’ and audience’s expecta-
tions. One of the unsolved problems that linger in work-
ing with evolutionary systems is to hear (and possibly 
see) the emergent properties of the systems through the 



 

 

chain of interaction between human and simulated agents. 
It is challenging to identify cases where the evolution is 
bidirectional on the fly between evolutionary models and 
creative processes, despite facts and cases where arts and 
music practitioners harvest emergent patterns from com-
plex dynamical systems applied to rich palettes of colors, 
sounds and structures. It is a hard problem to simulate, or 
even to articulate, how the evolving dynamics in a per-
formance in situ actually influence their self-referential 
function during the performance event among all partici-
pating agents, with a cascading self-referential frame-
work from individuals to a performance collective.      

When introducing a novel interface, in order to seek a 
solution space we can consult what constitutes a founda-
tion of performance, then translate the problem into sys-
tem design requirements. A kinesthetic framework can be 
stated as a set of the design requirements as follows.  

1. What moves a performer’s state transition? – Mo-
tivational Force initiates then motivates perform-
er’s ongoing movements; a set of choices how to 
present path planning schema, interface navigation, 
and sensory motor feedback to performers.  

2. What classes of instruments can be referred to with 
respect to a novel model? – Instrument Paradigm 
aids conceptual orientation for performers as well 
as the overall design direction for interaction de-
signer. These references serve to frame an initial 
design space then to break free from it.  

3. What areas of a performer’s body are in use? – 
Anatomical Paradigm defines characteristics of 
the human body to specify sensors and actuators. 

4. What do performers do with their bodies? – Action 
Paradigm defines gestural constraints inherited 
from the above items 1-3; a set of specifications for 
gestural repertoires.  

5. What do performers hear? – Sound Tangibility 
suggests kinesthetic responsiveness of sounds; a set 
of specifications for sound production mechanisms 
and synthesis methods to engineer a tangible 
presentation of sounds as auditory feedback.  

6. What is the guiding principle from beginning to 
end during a finite performance event? – Action 
Planning Schema [22], a set of cognitive engineer-
ing requirements to facilitate performers to judge 
their orientation for their next movements. This 
comes full circle to the first requirements to work 
with the set of specifications with an added dimen-
sion of a full cognitive cycle. 
 

Most of items in this framework are self-explanatory but 
item 5, and item 6 in relation to item 1 require elabora-
tion. Sound tangibility means more than sound itself. It 
must convey some kinesthetic affordances suggestive in 
sounds such that sounds’ responsiveness is learnable by 
performers. This learnability can be facilitated either by 
consistent sound design techniques or patterns, or by fa-
miliar instrumental modeling with physically based tech-
niques, or by other coherent means to achieve rehearsal 
ability.  

Requirement number 6 comes back to item 1 in a full 
cognitive circle (see section 4 and Figure 2) with an add-
ed dimension of understanding and evaluating conditions 

and criteria, whether performed by computer agents or 
human performers. The cognitive engineering in this con-
text is comprehensive temporal governance over the sys-
tem involving all process time from computation to dis-
play systems with respect to the temporal reference in a 
performer’s cognitive cycle.  Item 6 involves everything 
in item 1 as performers consult path-planning schema for 
global guidance, but is primarily occupied, locally refined 
and tuned, with performers’ constructions of their own 
internal representations of Action Planning Schema. This 
is acquired by evaluating conditions and feedback to pro-
ceed with action selection with projection, meaning antic-
ipation, prediction, and deliberation of future states. With 
this full circle, performers either experiment with action 
selection or confidently execute action selection. 
 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of duration ranges in performance ar-
ticulation (PGAU), cognitive cycle (LIDA), swarm agent 
emerging features (see Table 1), and SDP (see section 2.3).  

4. PERFORMANCE ARCHITECTURE 
WITH COGINITIVE CYCLE 

As a context for understanding performers’ parallel en-
gagement with multiple temporal layers we refer to the 
LIDA cognitive cycle of 260-390ms [22]. LIDA identi-
fies a 200-280ms unconscious phase of 80-100ms Per-
ception then 100-200ms Understanding, followed by a 
60-110ms conscious Action Selection phase. The expo-
nential timeline in Figure 2 compares LIDA phases with 
duration ranges of 5 SDPs enumerated in 2.3, agent data 
from Table 1, and performance gestures (PGAU: see 4.1). 
A performer’s cognitive cycle builds upon short durations 
of sensorimotor engagements that do not require delibera-
tion, followed by longer durations involving action plan-
ning and recognition of musical patterns. SDP1 events 
occur in a perception time window of 50-100ms, within 
LIDA’s 80-100ms Perception phase. SDP2 events occur 
from 200-500ms, passing from LIDA’s Understanding 
phase into conscious action. In sum, a 50-280ms cogni-
tive cycle window accounts for perception of pitch, loud-
ness, pulse, and transformations to ongoing sounds. 



 

 

4.1 PGAU and Model Based Indirection 

Swarms are silent. Unlike music instruments’ interaction 
in which performers input excitatory energy into a reso-
nating body, swarms present a system of interaction 
where a performer can intuit the relationship between the 
input excitatory patterns and multisensory outputs. The 
system of interaction consists of performance data, agent 
data, and associated SDPs yielding an extended interac-
tive pathway through model-based indirection, which 
applies performance data to efficient transformation of 
sounds. While learning to play music instruments entails 
learning to shape the excitatory input patterns, learning to 
play swarms entails learning the model of inducing 
changes by steering the social patterns.  

Agents do not respond to physical force; they are social. 
Performance with swarms on a touch surface is experi-
enced more like playing with agents through a fluid 
transducer as a looking glass entrance to their world. 
Hand movements on a touch screen are categorized by a 
unit duration that we refer to as a Performance Gestural 
Articulation Unit (PGAU). In order of increasing duration 
and indirection, the units are named after Gregorian nota-
tion, punctum, brevis, longa, and melisma. These names 
are adopted in reference to chant tradition where duration 
is context dependent. Applicable to both human move-
ments and computational models, PGAU can be defined 
as a context dependent unit of gesture with a recogniza-
ble pattern having onset and termination in varying dura-
tion within a limit, applied to express a functional contri-
bution to temporal dynamics in situ of performance with 
constituents. Constituents in this context are swarm 
agents, SDP, and a performance score. 

PGAU is conceived as an expression unit of temporally 
defined gestural input analogous to excitatory input of a 
music instrument. PGAU creates a signal that propagates 
through dataflow in the system, extending its duration in 
data extraction while influencing temporal properties of 
SDPs. This way, PGAU sets longer sound events than its 
own unit duration. Figure 2 implies how indirection 
works by comparing the relative durations among Agent 
Data, PGAU and SDP. The greater the duration of 
PGAU, the more asynchronously the PGAU appears to 
influence SDP. Model based indirection refers to a signal 
pathway extending PGAU influence by leveraging the 
built-in hysteresis of a generative mechanism. Here the 
generative mechanism is both a swarm model and SDPs. 

4.2 Cognitive Cycle in Performance 

During the performance with audiovisual continuity driv-
en by swarm dynamics, a performer experiences a time 
window for action selection. SDPs offer degrees of free-
dom for PGAU to act in nested time windows with re-
spect to the durations in Table 1 and Figure 2. Prolonged 
sound responses to PGAUs result from the designed indi-
rection. Swarm state will be extended in sound during the 
prolonged SDP. The duration of each indirection layer 
depends on SDP parameters and swarm tendency profile; 
the rate a swarm recovers its native tendency following a 
PGAU intervention. PGAU onset and musical purpose 
are the two main action responses for performers to make 

at any given moment. For action selection, performers 
require more time to evaluate cluster behaviors and 
sounds to judge what kind of PGAUs to select, when to 
onset and where with respect to current bifurcation 
modes. Locally forming action schema is refined as de-
tails of sounds unfold and is cognizant of path-planning 
schema towards the composition. While a novice can 
play with this system, performance skill deepens in part 
through mastering the relationship between PGAU, 
agents, and SDP through model based indirection. Visual 
feedback of swarm dynamics indicates states that will 
influence sounds into the future, and yields an important 
function for predictive time window for action planning. 
A performer can estimate the latency from the onsets of 
PGAUs to the response times in the sounds, also from the 
releases of PGAUs to the latent duration of lasting effects 
in the sounds. Figure 3 illustrates a performer’s ongoing 
sensory engagement with latencies from PGAU to swarm 
states and sounds, while anticipating and planning events 
in reference to the performance score.  

 
Figure 3: Swarm performance with temporal unit ranges of 
Agent Data, PGAU, and SDP with respect to the LIDA 
cognitive cycle. Computational processes sustain the per-
former’s ongoing engagement through sensorimotor feed-
back (pre-conscious) and overt feedback (conscious). The 
diagram illustrates a performer’s cognitive time windows 
to process and act upon multiple streams of information. 

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
The performance architecture is implemented with tripar-
tite requirements: 1) cognitive demand in performance; 2) 
compositional design with evolutionary affordances; and 
3) computational demand for processing evolutionary 
dynamics for both agent data and SDP. Model based indi-
rection leverages the inherent hysteresis of the swarm 
dynamics, and the built-in hysteresis of SDPs. This com-



 

 

positional design yields a pathway to extend PGAU sig-
nals’ impact on resulting sounds with temporal plasticity. 

The use case of kinesthetic framework in Human Voice 
is summarized as follows: 1) the Path Planning Schema 
in the performance score functions as an initial Motiva-
tional Force for a performer to engage swarm agents in 
motion; from thereon, agents provide sustained motiva-
tional force. 2) Touch screen interaction with agents has 
an excitatory quality reminiscent of a plucked and benda-
ble string Instrumental Paradigm due to the perceived 
plasticity. 3) For Anatomical Paradigm, a performer’s 
hands provide ten touch-point capacities. 4) To shape 
excitatory patterns in the swarm world an Action Para-
digm utilizes PGAU unit duration and intervention reper-
toire. 5) Sound Tangibility is modeled on agent’s behav-
ior and coded in SDPs: the ensemble interplay of sound 
sources is governed by evolutionary dynamics. 6) A per-
former’s sensorimotor engagement with agents’ inherent 
Motivational Force completes the critical round trip com-
ing full circle to Action Planning Schema within the 
larger context of Path Planning, partly evolving and part-
ly in the performance score.  

The performer in Human Voice is essentially an agent 
who brings exogenous energy into the world of swarms. 
Like machine listening, modeling the external agent’s 
performativity requires defining a universe of principles 
to shape that energy and how the two worlds work to-
wards musical ideas, which may also evolve. This re-
search is the initial step towards machine performing, not 
unlike machine listening but with cognitive and kines-
thetic factors built in the computational automation. This 
implication extends intelligent instrument design and 
musical machine learning [23] to model performance 
disposition where kinetic evolutionary systems exhibit 
kinesthesia. Therefor understanding a performer’s kines-
thetic and cognitive factors is a high priority at this stage 
of experimentation. Evolutionary multi-agents as a gen-
erative mechanism provide a context of inherent kinetics 
applied towards machine performing with human per-
formers. The future direction will 1) continue to adapt 
evolutionary multi-agents as a generative mechanism, 
and 2) unfold in formative ways towards realizing ma-
chine performing with experimental compositions such as 
Human Voice. 
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